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Introduction: Virtual reality (VR) is a computer technology 

that creates an artificial 3-dimensional simulated environment. 

It is one of the painful processes experienced by pediatric 

patients. Virtual reality consists of a head-mounted display and 

a thick pair of goggles that are connected to either a computer 

or a cell phone. In the past 15 years, the technology, 

accessibility, and widespread application of VR have 

progressed immensely. The headset has sensors that track users’ 

head arrangements, creating the illusion of moving around in 

the virtual space. Virtual reality technology places the patients 

into a virtual world, for e.g., the underwater world in Aqua, 

through visual and audio involvement, and encourages users to 

interact with this world. Moreover, for originally designed for 

entertainment purposes, the potential use of VR in the medical 

field has recently been explored. Experimental trials using VR 

in therapy for anxiety or posttraumatic stress disorder and for 

coping with pain demonstrate potential for this technology. 

Insufficient ache management can negatively affect children, 

parents, and medical institutions. Although originally designed 

for entertainment purposes, the potential use of VR in the 

medical field has recently been explored. Experimental trials 

using VR in therapy for anxiety or posttraumatic stress disorder 

and for coping with pain demonstrate potential for this 

technology. Data says that distraction combined with age-

appropriate procedural information can effectively decrease 

procedural pain and anxiety in pediatric patients. Immersive 

virtual reality (IVR) can simultaneously provide complete 

distraction and procedural information to patients. IVR is an 

intervention for other aching and stressful medical process. IVR 

interposition with age-appropriate technical information for 

child patients undergoing venepuncture. Distraction is a 

common non-pharmacologic technique used by health care 

professionals to manage and attenuate anxiety, and possibly 

pain, during painful procedures in pediatric patients. Both 

passive distraction (e.g., watching television, listening to a 

book) and active distraction (e.g., interactive toys, electronic 

games) have been extensively studied and cause a decrease in 

pain and anxiety. Hospitalized infants practice pain and anxiety 

from invasive procedures and their underlying diseases. Virtual 

reality might offer even more distraction, as it completely 

immerses the patient in another world and involves multiple 

senses. 

 

Method: This study is conducted to assess the effectiveness of 

immersive virtual reality therapy on pain and anxiety among 60 

children aged between 3 years to 12 years undergoing various 

painful procedures in UMAID Hospital, Jodhpur. India. Post-

test only designs were adopted. The invasive procedure 

includes collecting blood samples, venipuncture, IM injection 

and SC injections. Ethical permission was obtained from 

institutional ethical committee and informed consent was 

obtained from children above 7 years and from parents of 

children below 7 years. Randomly children were assigned to 

control group and experimental group; 30 in each group. The 

children in control group received standard care (toys and 

verbal distraction, etc.) during invasive procedure and they 

were assessed for pain and anxiety level after 60 seconds of 

procedure by using numerical visual pain scale and Wong 

Baker facial expression scale. Children in the experimental 

group given head-mounted virtual reality display connected to 

smart phone (played 3D video) during invasive procedures and 

allowed to play the video for 5 minutes before the procedure 

and until 60 seconds after the procedure. The child pain and 

anxiety was observed during the time of procedure through 

Wong Baker pain scale and after the procedure children were 

asked to describe the level of pain and anxiety through 

numerical visual pain and anxiety scale for further validation. 

 

Result: The result showed that children in the experimental 

group experienced less pain and anxiety than the children in the 

control group. There is positive correlation exists between pain 

and anxiety level. The age and type of procedure has significant 

association with level of pain. Pain is a complex practice 

comprising cognitive, sensory, behavioral and for psychological 

components. Painful process, such as vaccinations, intravenous 

injections, changes for burn wounds are a common part of 

children medical treatments. Painful situations during these 

times often lead to anxiety for patients, which can cause fear. 

The age, sex and type of procedure had significant association 

with level of anxiety. 

 

Conclusion: VR distraction appears to be most effective for 

children with the pain during invasive procedure. VR is thought 

to reduce pain and anxiety by directing children??? Attention 

into the virtual world, leaving less attention available to process 

incoming neural signals from pain receptors. This solution can 

be easily applied by nurses in their clinical practice. 


